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Sunday, February 26, 2012 173aWe show that LJ-PME has a significant effect on the surface tension and
area per lipid of typical bilayers (up to 2% for DPPC, larger than differ-
ences targeted with new parameters), and present a new implementation
for the Gromacs simulation package. While LJ-PME is costly when used
with strict Lorentz-Berthelot combination rules, we suggest a fast alternative
where reciprocal space is approximated with geometric rules. This retains
a well-defined Hamiltonian, and the effect is limited since the differences
are smaller for large distances. Finally, we show it is possible to get very
close to the exact Lorentz-Berthelot result with reciprocal space geometric
combination rules by introducing a correction term in the direct-space inter-
actions. Our results confirm the effect is small on homogenous and isotropic
systems, which avoids reparameterization, but the clear surface tension
difference means lipid bilayer simulations will benefit significantly from
LJ-PME.
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We present a novel metaheuristic-based approach for modeling an assembly
of transmembrane helical bundle in membrane protein using limited dis-
tance information. Two algorithms were developed based on either a Genetic
Algorithm (GA) or a Max-Min Ant System (MMAS). Both approaches were
employed to solve transmembrane arrangement problems through the use of
an objective penalty function based on violation parameters of distance con-
straints. Here, the potassium channel KcsA was used as a test case. GA and
MMAS runs were carried out to find the best solution of the inner trans-
membrane assembly of the tetramer structure of KcsA channel using inter-
subunit distance constraints of backbone atoms (Sompornpisut et al.
Biophys. J. 81: 2530, 2001). The resulting structures were obtained from
initial transmembrane arrangements generated randomly with a set of opti-
mization parameters that took into account translational and rotational de-
grees of freedom of rigid transmembrane segment. Performance,
optimality and robustness of the GA and MMAS approaches were compared
with existing approaches, such as Systematic Scanning (SS) and Monte
Carlo algorithms (MC). It appears that the GA and MMAS methods are
generally faster in finding the structure similar to the native fold than SS
and MC.
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At the beginning of each membrane protein simulation stands the generation of
a suitable starting structure which includes the two working steps of aligning
the protein with the bilayer and embedding the protein in the membrane.
Here we introduce two new methods to aid in the set up process. LAMBADA
uses a coarse-grained, grid-based cast of the protein surface to calculate a
hydrophilicity profile of the protein surface in order to automatically align
the protein with the bilayer. The second tool is an extension of the InflateGRO
insertion method. Using an approach based on an occupancy-weighed approx-
imation of the area occupied by the protein that also takes trans-membrane cav-
ities into account, InflateGRO2 provides a more accurate computation of the
area per lipid. Furthermore next to the newly implemented support of coarsegrain structures in the MARTINI format, the new option of using GROMACS
index files increases the tool’s application flexibility permitting the easy han-
dling of membranes of heterogeneous lipid composition, the simultaneous in-
sertion of multiple proteins and the embedding of proteins spanning more
than one membrane. To assess the performance of both methods we carried
out test runs using 13 membrane proteins of different size and trans-
membrane structure.
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The Collective Variables module of NAMD lets users perform MD simulations
with a wide range of biasing methods acting on highly customizable coordi-
nates. We showcase the ‘‘tilt’’ and ‘‘spin’’ coordinates, which provide a robust
measure of rotations of a molecule or molecular fragment with respect to a ref-
erence orientation, around a chosen axis. The Adaptive Biasing Force method is
a powerful tool for near-equilibrium sampling and free energy landscape recon-
struction, yet its mathematical requirements may prevent its applications to
some geometrically complex processes, as well as some combinations of
non-orthogonal coordinates. We present an extended-system formalism that
lifts most of these restrictions, making ABF applicable to more complex gen-
eralized coordinates, such as ‘‘tilt’’ and ‘‘spin’’. We exploit this combination to
explore helix rotations within the transmembrane dimer of the EphA2 receptor
tyrosine kinase.
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Calcium-selective ion channels play a crucial role in many biological functions
allowing the selective flux of calcium ions into the cytoplasm from storage sites
inside the cell or from the extracellular environment. They feature high selec-
tivity for calcium ions even if the calcium concentration is hundreds of times
smaller than other monovalent cations (sodium, potassium).
We studied ion permeation properties through calcium channels, using a simpli-
fied channel model and Brownian Dynamics simulations with Grand
Canonical-Monte Carlo control regions in the baths.
The physical mechanisms related to ion permeation were investigated under
physiological conditions, with calcium ions only on one side of the membrane.
The Brownian Dynamics approach was used to describe ion motion in the sim-
ulation domain. The electrostatic forces impinging on the ions were evaluated
at run-time, solving Poisson’s equation with the Induced Charge Computation
method (ICC) that provided better accuracy in our hands than look-up tables.
Different dielectric constants were assigned to the protein and the permeation
pathway. Polarization effects were computed by the ICC method, which leads
to an accurate description of the electrostatics. The transmembrane potential
and the ion concentrations were imposed by a Grand Canonical Monte-Carlo
algorithm.
The carboxylate-rich selectivity filter of calcium channels was modeled with 8
independent half-charged oxygens. Oxygens were treated as ions, but they were
confined in the central region of the pore. Transport properties were determined
by the competition between electrostatic forces and steric repulsion due to
charge crowding. This simple channel model allowed us to investigate the
physical mechanisms responsible for the selective conduction of divalent cat-
ions over monovalent cations.
